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WHAT IS NEMT?
TRANSPORTATION (NEMT)
Non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) is an important benefit for people who
need assistance getting to and from medical appointments. Our resources for providers
explain important guidelines such as the difference between emergency and nonemergency medical transportation, accepted types of transportation, the types of
transportation service delivery systems, and driver and vehicle acceptance criteria. We
also discuss common fraud schemes and provide fraud and abuse prevention tips. The
fact sheet for beneficiaries gives an overview of the NEMT benefits.

Is NEMT a good business?
That's why creating a NEMT business is a perfect investment! Whether or not the
economy is increasing, patients must get to and from their healthcare appointments,
making NEMT business recession-proof. The need for this kind of service won't go
anywhere. Demand and opportunity will only increase with time.
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Rapidly Growing Industry!
Non-Emergency Medical Transportation is a needed service across the country. There is
a large section of the population who have trouble transporting themselves, as with
some elderly people or the disabled. This makes reliable medical transport companies a
very valuable resource to get them to the clinic, treatment facility or hospital.
Medical transportation companies provide safe and quick transportation for emergency
and non-emergency patients in a given area. Non-emergency medical transportation
make a great business that can be created in any major city in the country.
Safe Travels Transportation has a proven business model that works in your geographic
area! Let our experts help you navigate the waters creating your own Non-Emergency
Medical Transportation company to get you started 65% faster!

Mind Blowing Facts About the Industry!
Health Care and Treatment facilities have a large need for reliable transportation
providers
Reliable Transportation companies are in high demand with transportation brokers
1 in every 5 Americans expected to be 65+ by 2025
78% of caregivers provide or arrange for rides for their loved ones
65 Years and older population is increasing in all 50 states
65 Years and older population is approx. 35 Million in 2000
65 Years and older population is estimated to be approx. 71 Million in 2035
Income Generating Opportunity in a growing industry
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How much does it cost to start a Nemt business?
Starting an NEMT business in the US costs, on average, $350,000. The following expenses
make up that total and may vary from state to state: Vehicles, Employees, Website,
Marketing, business assets, Business registration fee – $725.
Legal fees, insurance, NEMT license, certificates – $6,000

How much does it cost to open a Safe Travels
Transportation Franchise?
The estimated investment required to open a Safe Travels Transportation Franchise is
between $85,000-$105,500. We will save you time, money and stress as you work with a
the biggest brand name in Non-Emergency Medical Transportation!
Email us Safetravelsmgt@gmail.com or visit www.RideWithSafeTravels.com/Franchise for
any questions about starting your own Franchise!
-OrEmail us Safetravelsmgt@gmail.com or visit www.RideWithSafeTravels.com/Courses for
any questions about learning our proven system to start your own Transportation
company using our full training courses!

